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Marine Service
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European coasts are regularly exposed to severe storms that trigger extreme

water-level conditions, leading to coastal flooding and erosion. Early Warning

Systems (EWS) are important tools for the increased preparedness and

response against coastal flood events, hence greatly reducing associated

risks. With this objective, a proof-of-concept for a European Coastal Flood

Awareness System (ECFAS) was developed in the framework of the H2020

ECFAS project, which capitalizes on the Copernicus products. In this context,

this manuscript evaluates for the first time the capability of the current

Copernicus Marine operational ocean models to forecast extreme coastal

water levels and hence to feed coastal flood awareness applications at

European scale. A methodology is developed to focus the assessment on

storm-driven extreme sea level events (EEs) from tide-gauge records. For the

detected EEs, the event peak representation is validated, and the impact of

forecast lead time is evaluated. Results show satisfactory performance but a

general underprediction of peak magnitudes of 10% for water levels and 18%

for surges across the detected EEs. In average, the models are capable of

independently flagging 76% of the observed EEs. Forecasts show limited lead

time impact up to a 4-day lead time, demonstrating the suitability of the

systems for early warning applications. Finally, by separating the surge and tidal

contributions to the extremes, the potential sources of the prediction misfits

are discussed and consequent recommendations for the evolution of the

Copernicus Marine Service forecasting models towards coastal flooding

applications are provided.
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1 Introduction

With more than 200 million European citizens – around one

third of the EU population – living within 50 km from the coast,

coastal flooding is one of the natural hazards with highest

potential impact in Europe. Coastal flooding in Europe

currently induces losses that amount to €1.4 billion per year

and affects about 100,000 European citizens every year

(Vousdoukas et al., 2020). With rising sea-levels and

potentially exacerbated weather extremes, coastal flooding

frequency is expected to increase dramatically in the coming

decades (Vousdoukas et al., 2017; Oppenheimer et al., 2019). As

such, increasing preparedness and response against coastal

flooding becomes of outmost importance to reduce the

associated risk.

Early warning systems (EWS) are a major component of

disaster risk reduction (De León et al., 2006). They provide

increased preparedness against upcoming natural hazards

through the provision of timely information on the expected

magnitude and geographic extent of the associated impacts, and

they increase the response capability in the aftermath of the

event. Hence, they help prevent loss of life and reduce economic

impacts. Currently, while several national agencies operate

country-level EWS for coastal flood risk purposes across

Europe, full coverage of coastal flood early warning services

across European coastlines is lacking. Besides, existing systems

provide varying levels of information layers, generally lacking

flood and associated impact mapping. Therefore, currently an

important gap in pan-European consistent coastal flood warning

information exists. Continental-scale EWS have emerged in the

recent-past that demonstrate the societal relevance of seamless

hazard warning information, such as the United States

Geological Survey Total Water Level and Coastal Change

Forecast viewer1 and the established European Flood

Awareness System2, which targets pluvial and fluvial floods. In

parallel to the identified existing gap for coastal flood warning

information, products dedicated to the mapping, monitoring

and forecasting of the coastal zone are increasingly available and

developed under the European Copernicus3 program. Motivated

by the identified gap, the identified opportunities within

Copernicus and the associated societal relevance, a proof of

concept for a pan-European early warning system for coastal

flooding is under development under the H2020 project ECFAS4

(A proof of concept for the implementation of a European
1 https://www.usgs.gov/centers/spcmsc/science/operational-total-

water-level-and-coastal-change-forecasts.

2 https://www.efas.eu/en.

3 https://www.copernicus.eu/en.

4 https://www.ecfas.eu.
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Coastal Flood Awareness System). ECFAS aims to provide

information on expected flood extend, magnitude, shoreline

displacement and flood impacts (population affected, projected

losses, damages) induced by upcoming marine storms. ECFAS

makes use of several existing Copernicus products. For its

marine hazard component, it leverages on the operational

ocean and wave models of the Copernicus Marine Services5.

The pan-European, coastal sea level forecasts provided by these

numerical models are used in ECFAS to feed the coastal flood

models and mapping tools. For such a warning system, the

ability to accurately flag and forecast coastal extreme water level

events triggered by stormy conditions in a timely fashion

becomes crucial. While recent studies have evaluated the skill

of the Copernicus Marine Service operational models for sea-

level predictions during specific storm events and coastal

locations (e.g., Álvarez Fanjul et al., 2019), a pan-European

assessment has not been so far performed. The objective of

this manuscript is to evaluate the skill of the Copernicus Marine

Service models to forecast coastal extreme sea levels during

storm events and hence evaluate their suitability for coastal

flood hazard forecasting applications such as ECFAS.

Additionally, the evaluation outcomes are used to provide

recommendations for possible future evolutions of the

Copernicus Marine models towards serving such applications.

The validation provided in this study focuses on the so called

coastal ‘water level’ (WL) signal, which is composed by the

sterodynamic sea level (Gregory et al., 2019), astronomic tides

and meteorological surges. Besides these components, water

levels at the coast also experiment a contribution from waves

in the form of wave setup and wave swash (Dodet et al., 2019).

The explicit calculation of this contribution demands high (sub-

metric) resolution and complex numerical models as well as

highly accurate information of the beach geometry (e.g.,

nearshore bathymetry), which is currently unfeasible and

unavailable yet at a pan-European scale. Widely used

empirical parameterizations exist (e.g., Stockdon et al., 2006)

which rely on deep water wave information. In ECFAS, the

Copernicus Marine Service wave operational models will be used

to compute the parameterized wave contributions. However, the

lack of pan-European coastal slope information and the lack of

wave contribution observations for validation makes the

assessment of this contribution unfeasible. The uncertainty of

the wave contributions to coastal water levels and hence flood

risk at European scale is thus high. As such, the wave

contributions to the total water levels at the coast are not

evaluated in the current study.

This manuscript is organized as follows: first, the model and

observational datasets used in this study are presented, together

with the methods to process the data and intercompare them;

second, the overall WL skill metrics are shown, followed by a
5 https://marine.copernicus.eu.
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dedicated validation of storm-driven extreme water level events

and an evaluation of the impacts of the forecasting lead time on

such performance metrics; third, the results are discussed and

put into perspective by comparison to other regional model-

studies as well as local studies that benefit from local knowledge

and models and the possible implications for coastal flood

hazard forecasting are outlined; finally, conclusions are drawn

regarding the usability of the Copernicus Marine Service models

for coastal flood awareness/forecasting applications and

recommendations for future evolutions towards such

applications are provided.
2 Materials and methods

2.1 Model data

European coastal WLs are retrieved from the output of the

Copernicus Marine Service operational ocean forecasting systems

for the European regional seas (Mediterranean Sea - MED, Black

Sea-BS, Baltic Sea-BAL, Northwest Shelf -NWS, Iberian Biscay and

Irish Sea -IBI, and the Arctic Sea -ARC). The coastal coverage

associated to each regional model is shown in Figure 1. Northern

Norway is omitted given its fjord dominated coastline, unresolved

by the current models. The models resolve sea level changes due to

3D ocean circulations, steric effects, tides (except for the Black Sea-

BS) and atmospheric surges due to surface atmospheric pressure

and winds. Their spatial resolution ranges from 1.5 to 4.5 km and

benefit from data assimilation and coupling with waves. More

details on each of the regional configurations are given in Section 1

of Supplementary Materials.

For the present validation, the model ‘best-analyses’ are used,

that is, the modelling results produced for past instances in time,
Frontiers in Marine Science 03
benefiting from data assimilation and from a model

configuration at its full capacity. The target period is 2018-

2020 (3 years), given the operational data availability in the

Copernicus Marine Service at the time of the analysis. Best-

analyses for the years 2019 and 2020 were available and hence

retrieved from the service online catalogue, which corresponded

to the latest release version at the time of download, namely the

December 2020 version. For 2018 instead, best-analysis data is

retrieved from the corresponding Copernicus Marine Service

Monitoring and Forecasting Centre (MFC) archives and

therefore corresponds to older -and potentially degraded -

versions of the operational systems. In the present work, the

coastal regions represented by the Arctic Ocean (ARC) and the

Black Sea (BS) regional models are not validated due to lack of

quality tide-gauge records in the target period 2018-2020. As

such, these systems are omitted in this manuscript.

For evaluation of the forecast lead time impact on the coastal

WL performance, ‘forecast’ data – that is, short term predictions

of the non-observed future – is used. This data is also retrieved

from the MFCs and again correspond to older versions of the

operational systems that were active at the corresponding

bulleting date. Supplementary Table 2 of Supplementary

Materials summarizes the system changes that took place for

each regional system during the period considered (2018-2020).

Past forecast data for only three regions existed (NWS, IBI,

MED). For the latter, only data from March 2020 onwards is

available, so the conclusions for this region should be carefully

considered. Additionally, the dataset used as reference (baseline)

is specified in Supplementary Table 2 of Supplementary

Materials. Ideally, the baseline should be the analysis

corresponding to the bulletin date for the forecasts, that is, for

the same system version, but this data was only available for the

NWS region. Therefore, the baseline data for MED (Clementi
A B

FIGURE 1

(A) Coastal points derived for each Copernicus Marine Service model. (B) Coverage of each Copernicus Marine Service model: 2-Arctic Ocean
(ARC),3-Baltic (BAL), 4-Northwest Shelf (NWS),5-Iberian Biscay and Ireland (IBI),6-MediterraneanSea (MED),7-Black Sea(BS).
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et al., 2019) and IBI is the best-analysis available in Copernicus

Marine at the time of this work, which corresponds to the

December 2020 release.

For the Mediterranean Sea, tides are explicitly modelled

since the system release in May 2021 (Clementi et al., 2021),

and satisfactory tidal performance has been demonstrated in the

corresponding quality information document (see Table 1 of

Supplementary Materials). Since the best-analysis data collection

for this validation was carried out before May 2021, the dataset

for the Mediterranean Sea (MED) corresponds to the previous

release version where tides were not modelled in the system. As

such, tides from the thoroughly validated and widely used

assimilative FES2014 global tidal model (Lyard et al., 2021) are

linearly added to the Mediterranean model sea-levels in the

validation. The FES2014 model resolves 34 tidal constituents,

including long period tides as well as coastal overtides resulting

from non-linear interactions. This linear addition entails some

double counting. In FES2014, mean radiational tides at solar

diurnal (S1) and solar semi-diurnal frequencies (S2) are included

and these will be double counted in the WL for the MED system

(Williams et al., 2018). The potential impact of non-represented

non-linear interactions are discussed in section 4. Extreme WL

errors induced by potential errors in the barotropic tidal

solution from FES2014 are expected to be mild given the

micro-tidal nature of the system, where extremes are

dominated by storm-surges, except potentially in the resonant

northern Adriatic Sea. All in all, tidal performance metrics are

provided for each regional sea, and their contribution to

extremes is also quantified.
2.2 Observation data

For validation of total water levels at the coast, tide-gauge (TG)

data available in the Copernicus Marine In-situ Thematic Assembly

Centre (INSTAC6) are used. Figure 2A shows the average time-step

found in the TG records. For these 3 years, the spatial coverage is

generally good except for the Eastern Mediterranean, Black Sea,

Iceland, and northern Norway, for which either very little or no data

is available. While hourly records prevail, temporal frequencies

ranging 1-15min are observed as well as tide-gauges with multiple

temporal resolutions.

The number of years with at least 80% annual temporal

coverage between 2018 and 2020 is given in Figure 2B. This rate

is chosen to ensure the representativity of the observations as

well as to allow for a robust annual tidal analysis. While

Copernicus Marine tide gauge data are quality-controlled in

near-real time, an additional, delayed-mode quality control

procedure was applied following Perez et al. (2010); Williams
6 http://www.marineinsitu.eu/).
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et al. (2019) and visual inspection, which greatly benefited the

quality of the series for extreme value assessment.
2.3 Validation procedure

In this study, the models are validated for coastal water levels

as well as for their separate components (tides, non-tidal

residual- NTR). In doing so, the aim is to better identify the

error sources and inform the discussion about the possible

modelling components that induce such errors. Observations

are subjected to an hourly filtering at locations where the original

time-step is below one hour (see Figure 2A). The filter applied is

the widely used Pugh filter (Pugh, 1987), a filter for sea level data

at intervals of 5, 10 or 15 minutes to obtain the hourly heights

whilst preserving the tidal phenomena. In this way, a

homogeneous hourly observational dataset across Europe is

obtained. For stations with several available time-resolutions

(see Figure 2A), the tide-gauge with originally largest time-step

is chosen. Additionally, some tide-gauges are removed manually

when located deep inside estuaries.

For the separation of WLs into tide and non-tidal residual, the

Utide tidal analysis package (Codiga, 2011) is used. The modelled

continuous WL timeseries (sometimes reconstructed, such as for

MED) are interpolated to the non-continuous observation times,

ensuring a comparable tidal signal and non-tidal residual are

produced after tidal analysis. Temporal series are harmonically

analysed on a yearly basis given a minimum of 80% coverage. The

tidal constituents are determined using the Rayleigh criteria with a

coefficient of 1 and 60 constituents. The low frequency constituents

with annual and semi-annual periodicities (SA, SSA) are included in

this list, and therefore seasonal modulations typically taking place at

these frequencies that are triggered by non-astronomic forces (e.g.,

seasonal baroclinic pressures, steric heights, river discharges) are

assigned to the tidal signal instead of to the non-tidal residual. As

such, the non-tidal residual signal will mainly contain barotropic

signals due to atmospheric pressure and wind forcing, which is

commonly denoted as (storm) surge, although baroclinic signals at

frequencies outside the tidal frequencies will also be present in this

signal. Surge is therefore the term used hereinafter for the validation

of the NTR component. Since the vertical reference datum of the

tide-gauges is generally unknown, the annual bias between tide-

gauges and model series is removed before computing the

performance statistics.

To evaluate the general performance of WLs and its

components, standard metrics are produced (centred root mean

square error -cRMSE, Pearson correlation coefficient) over entire

year-long time-series. These are considered to be representative of

performance during average meteorological conditions. For the

evaluation of extreme water level conditions, a joint water level,

tide and surge performance evaluation during observed extreme

events is performed. Since an exhaustive list of acknowledged,

historical storm events per coastal stretch throughout Europe is
frontiersin.org
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not available, a methodology is developed here to detect storm-

induced extreme WL events from the tide-gauge observed records

between 2018 and 2020. The objective is to find extremeWL events

that are simultaneously characterised by an extreme surge level, as a

good indicator for stormy conditions. This type of events are

henceforth denoted as ‘Extreme Events’ (EE) in this manuscript.

The methodology consists in the application of a Peak over

Threshold (PoT) method simultaneously on water levels and

surges. A meteorological independence criteria of 3 days is used,

and concurrent WL and surge extremes are searched for within 24-

hour windows. Given the strong interannual variability of data

availability in the tide-gauge network in 2018-2020 (Figure 2B),

each year is processed using year-specific, high percentile

thresholds. Given the many possible combinations of thresholds,

a few iterations are carried out to achieve an annual average of 1 to 3

EEs. Finding a minimum of one extreme event would be in line

with often used methods such as the annual maxima extreme value

analysis method (Muis et al., 2016), and three is considered a

reasonable upper limit such that focus does not deviate to milder

events in the validation. The final choice is 99.9th and 99th annual-

percentiles for WL and surges, respectively. The procedure is

applied yearly for the 2018-2020 period, collecting all detected

EEs per TG. An average of 3.82 EEs per TG is detected in Europe

for 2018-2020 (Supplementary Figure 1 of Supplementary

Materials), with above average number of EEs found in NWS

and BAL. This is expected given the higher storminess

characterizing these regions.

The models are hence evaluated for the list of detected EEs

per TG. Metrics such as peak WL/surge error, timing error, etc

are derived and averaged across the EEs per TG, with the

objective to somewhat characterize average performance

during storm-induced extreme events in the given period

2018-2020. Given the dependency of detected EEs on the

threshold choices, and the relatively short period at hand, the
Frontiers in Marine Science 05
performance metrics provided in this validation are to be

understood as method and period specific. This aspect is

further discussed in section 4.1.

Furthermore, the ability of the models to independently flag

extreme events that were observed is evaluated. This represents

an important characteristic for an early warning system since

emergency protocols will only be activated when the models

classify upcoming extreme events as ‘severe’. For this, the same

percentiles employed on the observations as thresholds are

applied to the model data alone. EEs independently detected

in the models and in the observations are then compared.

Henceforth, EEs detected from observed tide-gauge records

will be denoted as ‘detected’ EEs, and those simultaneously

detected from modelled results as ‘captured’ EEs. Those

flagged by the model but not by the observations will be

denoted as ‘false’ EEs.

Figure 3 shows an example of how the EE selection works for

the tide-gauge at Galway Port, Ireland. The EE shown in

Figure 3C is the only detected EE from TG observations for

this year (2019) that meets the threshold criteria. The detected

EE corresponds to the storm Elsa, which made landfall in Ireland

around 22:00 on the 18 December 2019 and is reported to have

induced a substantial storm surge and flooding (Mangan, 2019).

The validation results are separated into those for the best

analysis datasets (section 3.1) and for the forecasts datasets (section

3.2). For each dataset, the performance statistics under average

conditions are briefly discussed first to validate the general

capability of the models for coastal sea-level variability, then the

focus is set on the performance during the identified EEs in tide-

gauges. For average conditions, metrics are computed for 2019

given the good spatial and temporal coverage of observations, and

variability of the results between 2018 and 2020 is discussed.

For the forecast dataset, the evolution of the performance

statistics with an increasing forecast lead time is presented. For
A B

FIGURE 2

(A) Time-resolution of the Copernicus Marine tide-gauge network [minutes]. (B) Number of years with at least 80% data between 2018 and
2020. Marker sizes in both panels increase with time-step size in order to distinguish stations published with several different time-steps.
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performance during EEs, only those EEs present in both forecast

and best analysis – baseline - datasets are used. The impact of the

forecast lead time is defined as the change in the performance

metric for the given forecast lead time relative to the baseline.
3 Results

3.1 Validation of best analyses

Metrics for average conditions during 2019 (Table 1) show

satisfactory performance for both WL and surge across regional

seas, with regional-average cRMSE below 0.2m and 0.08m

respectively. Correlations show above 0.9 values across regions

except for the surge component in the Mediterranean (0.88).
Frontiers in Marine Science 06
The spatial distribution plots in Figure 4 show that the cRMSE

of the WL follows the tidal error pattern, with largest errors around

the North Sea (NWS), English Channel (NWS) and Irish Sea

(NWS), where the tidal ranges are largest. Enhanced errors are

observed around complex coastlines such as estuaries, inlets and

inter-tidal areas (e.g., Wadden Sea and Halligen, south-eastern

North Sea) where tides may experience local amplification and

distortion. Similar effects are observed in some TGs in South-west

France (Arcachon andMimizan, IBI). Regarding the surge error, it is

above average in the North Sea (NWS) and Danish Straits (BAL),

which are areas characterized by high storm intensity and frequency.

As shown in Table 1, correlations are high throughout the European

Seas for bothWL and surge, with a slightly lower value for the latter.

Regarding the variability of these metrics between 2018 and

2020, a significant improvement is noted between 2018 and 2019,
TABLE 1 Water-level, tide and surge performance metrics targeting average conditions for best-analyses for 2019 per regional sea.

cRMSE rpears

WL Tide Surge WL Tide Surge

BAL 0.07 0.04 0.06 0.93 0.90 0.92

NWS 0.18 0.16 0.08 0.97 0.97 0.92

IBI 0.12 0.11 0.04 0.99 0.99 0.9

MED 0.05 0.03* 0.04 0.93 0.96* 0.88

mean 0.12 0.10 0.06 0.95 0.95 0.91

p50 0.09 0.06 0.06 0.97 0.97 0.93

p5 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.85 0.80 0.80

p95 0.29 0.27 0.12 0.99 1.00 0.98
fronti
cRMSE: Centered root mean square error[m], rpears: Pearson correlation coefficient. The last four rows express the mean, median (p50) and 5th (p5) and 95th (p95) percentile across all tide-
gauges. (*) indicates tide coming from FES2014.
A

B

C

FIGURE 3

Example of EE detection results at the Galway Port tide-gauge, Ireland. Using the prescribed thresholds for WL (blue) and surge (black), the
event detected corresponds to the passage of the storm Elsa in December 2019. (A) WL (blue) and surge(black) observed time-series and
corresponding thresholds in dashed horizontal lines. (B) periods of extreme WL, surge and combined, denoting the EE. (C) Zoom of panel (A) at
the detected EE.
ersin.org
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whilemetrics are comparable between 2019 and 2020. This difference

is explained by the fact that the data for 2018 corresponds to older

versions of the operational systems for all regions.

3.1.1 Skills of best analyses for detected EEs
The spatial distribution of the performance statistics during

the detected EEs is shown in Figure 5. Values of the metrics are

available in Supplementary Table 3 of Supplementary Materials.

The average error of peak modelled WLs (Figures 5A, B) for the

detected EEs satisfying the selected criteria is ~-13 cm (-9.4%).

Highest errors are observed in the southern North Sea (NWS)

and especially for the Wadden Sea/Halligen tide-gauges, where

the average (Rmean in Supplementary Table 3 of Supplementary

Materials) WL peak error locally reaches -0.81 m (Husum TG,

Halligen). In normalized terms (Figure 5B), the highest errors

concentrate around the German Bight, Kattegat/Skagerrak

(NWS) and the Mediterranean (MED).

When looking at the peak surge error for the same detected

EEs (Figures 5C, D), the underprediction follows the spatial

distributions seen for water-level peaks but the magnitudes

increase, with an average underprediction of -15 cm (-18%). As

supported by literature (Horsburgh andWilson, 2007), it has been
Frontiers in Marine Science 07
observed that during EEs, surge peaks tend to happen a few hours

before water-level maxima throughout most of North-West

European tide-gauges, meaning the peak surge error shown in

Figure 5 is generally higher than the surge error at the actual

water-level peak time. Contrary to the peak WL error, the

normalized surge peak error appears to be systematic across the

domain except for the Baltic Sea. Notably, normalized peak errors

can locally reach values in the order of -30%/-50% for WL and

surge respectively for the largest EE recorded (R1 in

Supplementary Table 3 of Supplementary Materials).

Figure 6 shows the average contribution of the tidal and

surge error to the water-level peak error. On average across all

tide gauge stations, surge errors dominate the total peak water-

level error, contributing by 63.9%. For the two microtidal seas

(BAL, MED), the contribution of the surge error dominates even

more (72.5% and 79% respectively), while for the NWS the

contributions are closer to evening out. In IBI instead, the tide

dominates the error with a 77.2% contribution. The tide at the

peak WL time appears overpredicted at places (negative

contribution), compensating the generally underpredicted surge.

The error in peak timing during the detected EEs appear to

be generally small for WL and tides (below 1-hour,
A B

C

FIGURE 4

cRMSE for WL (A), tide (B) and surge (C) for 2019.
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Supplementary Table 3 of Supplementary Materials), except for

the Baltic Sea. Instead, larger surge peak errors are observed

(order 2-3 hours). The resemblance in the spatial distribution of

the peak WL and peak tide time error (not shown) in the IBI and

NWS regions suggests that peak WLs coincide with tidal high

waters in these regions.

3.1.2 Skills of best analyses in capturing
detected EEs

The skill of the Copernicus Marine models to capture the

detected observed EEs is now evaluated, independently of the skill

of the exact peak representation. Figure 7 shows the percentage of

captured observed EEs and falsely flagged EEs by the models.

Corresponding regionally averaged numerical values are given in

Supplementary Table 4 of Supplementary Materials. In average,

77% of the detected EEs are captured by the models, and 25% of

the flagged EEs are false. For all regions, the percentage of

captured EEs exceeds the percentage of falsely flagged EEs by a

decent stretch, and remarkably so for the BAL region. Areas

showing remarkably good performance - which results as a

combination of a high percentage of captured EEs (dark red
Frontiers in Marine Science 08
colours) and a low percentage of false EEs (light colours)- include

northwest France and Northern Spain (IBI), the English Channel

(NWS), Danish Straits and Baltic Sea as a whole (BAL), as well as

Ligurian sea (MED). The North Sea (NWS) stands out as a region

where the percentage of false EEs is relatively high (33%), while the

percentage of captured EEs remains satisfactory (76%). This

indicates that the models are able to capture the real EEs but

also flag as extremes other milder events using the chosen

thresholds. The latter events are not flagged as extreme in tide

gauge records, indicating a wider tail for extremes in observations.

In order to get a more detailed understanding of the quality

of the Copernicus Marine WLs at the coast during extreme

events, an analysis focusing on a number of well-known storm

events between 2018 and 2020 is presented. The events and

reference datasets are described in Supplementary Table 5 of

Supplementary Materials. The corresponding performance

metrics are given in Table 2, with Figure 8 showing the time-

series at the tide-gauges used to evaluate each storm.

The general tendency to underpredict peak water-levels and

surges identified in previous sections is also evident from the

time-series plots and metrics presented for the selected events.
A B

DC

FIGURE 5

Average peak magnitude error ([m] (A, C) and normalized error [%] (B, D) for modelled WL (A, B) and surge (C, D) for the detected EEs based on
TG observations. Regional numbers in parenthesis () in panel (D) show the number of tide-gauges within the region. Corresponding numerical
values are given in Supplementary Table 3 of Supplementary Materials.
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Despite the underprediction, the metrics show all EEs were

flagged (captured) independently by the models. Note that for

the tide-gauges at Venice (storm Detlef) and Marina Di Campo

(storm Vaia), the original observations from Copernicus Marine

are at 1-minute resolution and are therefore subjected to hourly-

averaging (Pugh filter, see section 2.2) before computing the

statistics shown in previous sections. Here however, a visual

inspection of the raw observed time-series revealed that the TG

data contained a few hours of missing data either right before or

right after the observed water-level peak for these specific

storms. This, after the Pugh hourly filter, would lead to a

larger gap around the observed peak, eventually losing

the observed peak for both Detlef and Vaia storms. Due to the

lack of neighbouring tide-gauges to be used as an alternative, the

performance metrics using the original 1-minute data sampling
Frontiers in Marine Science 09
are included in this table (indicated by a *). Due to the presence

of strong high-frequency sea-level oscillations in the 1-minute

series, not captured by the Copernicus Marine models, the errors

presented for these two storms are likely to be larger than those

associated to hourly WL variations. Following the general

observations in Figure 6, the tide error has an important

contribution to the water-level peak error for storms Eleanor

and Emma (NWS and IBI), while the error is clearly dominated

by the surge error for the selected storms in MED and BAL. The

worst performance in terms of normalized peak error (% of

observed peak magnitude) is given for the storms Eleanor and

Detlef, for which the peak water-level is underpredicted by -25%

and -29%. For surge peak, the worst performance is given for

Detlef (-45%, MED) and Eleanor (-36%, NWS) closely followed

by Emma (-35%, IBI). These levels of underprediction are higher
A B

FIGURE 6

Average contribution [%] during the detected EEs of surge error (A) and tidal error (B) to the water-level peak magnitude error. Warm colours
indicate underpredicted values, therefore positively contributing to the error.
A B

FIGURE 7

(A) Percentage [%] of observed detected EEs captured by models. (B) Percentage [%] of false EEs flagged by models. TG locations with 0
independently modelled EEs are not shown in panel (B) (e.g., Canary Island TGs).
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TABLE 2 Performance metrics of best-analyses for extreme values for a selection of storms reported to have caused coastal flooding between
2018 and 2020.

Storm Regional model Observed mag-
nitude[m]

Peak magnitude
error[m]

Peak timing
error [h]

Contributions
[%]

Detected Captured

WL surge WL Surge WL Surge Tide Surge

Eleanor NWS 2.42 1.44 -0.59 -0.52 1.17 -0.33 41% 59% YES YES

Emma IBI 2.06 0.65 -0.22 -0.23 0.00 2 70% 30% YES YES

Vaia* MED 0.66 0.55 -0.16 -0.15 -1.52 0.18 6.8% 93.2% YES YES

Deltef* MED 1.48 1.01 -0.44 -0.45 0.00 0.00 -3.9% 103.9% YES YES

Gloria MED 0.46 0.46 -0.03 -0.07 -1.00 2.00 14.4% 85.5% YES YES

Alfrida BAL 1.56 1.46 -0.18 -0.18 2.75 2.75 -1.9% 101.9% YES YES
F
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See Figure 8 for more details. (*) indicates the events for which observations at the original sampling frequency of 1 minute have been used to avoid losing the peak of the event after hourly
filtering. See Supplementary Table 5 of Supplementary Materials for more details for each storm.
A B

D

E F

C

FIGURE 8

Water-level and surge during the list of selected events: (A)-Eleanor, 2018, Hoek Van Holland TG; (B)- Emma, 2018, Huelva TG; (C)-Vaia, 2018,
Marina Di Campo TG; (D)-Detlef, 2019, Venice TG; (E)-Gloria, 2020, Valencia TG; (F)-Alfrida, 2019, Kiel TG. See Supplementary Table 5 of
Supplementary Materials for more details for each storm. Blue: observed values. Red: Modelled values, best analyses (indicated as FC00). WL
and surge percentile-thresholds for model and observations are shown with the corresponding colours, in horizontal dashed lines. Vertical blue
line denotes the observed peak time for the plotted component. The mean sea level is that determined by the model.
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than the regional trends seen in Figure 6, specially for the latter

two, which took place in 2018 (older operational systems). For

Detlef (MED), the water-level error compares well to the

regional average error (-21%) while the surge error is

considerably larger. For this storm, as depicted by Figure 8,

the water-level peak results from concurring tidal and surge

peaks, suggesting the non-linear interaction between the two

components could be non-negligible for this event and location,

which would be missing for MED model as tides were linearly

added from FES2014. Additionally, the event is characterized by

a sharp and short-lived peak, while appears to be smoother in

the hourly signal produced by the Copernicus Marine model.

Besides the possible influence of the higher frequency signals

visible in the observed 1-minute series on peak levels, literature

supports that this event was induced by a small-scaled storm

system that was poorly represented by the resolution of the

Copernicus Marine MED atmospheric forcing (The ISMAR

Team et al., 2020). Lastly, it must be noted that the TG in

Venice is likely influenced by the water level exchanges with the

Venice lagoon, which is not represented in the CMEMS MED

model. On the other hand, the models perform notably well for

the storms Gloria (MED) and Alfr ida (BAL) with

underpredictions of -7% and -11% respectively.
3.2 Forecasting lead time impact

For average conditions, evaluated through average annual

statistics (correlation, cRMSE), WLs show no significant impact

of the lead time for the 3 domains (IBI, NWS, MED). For surge

instead, a considerable impact at lead times of 4 and 5 days

(FC04, FC05) is observed in the NWS region, showing an

increase of the centred RMSE of up to 25-30% of the observed

standard deviation and a decrease of the correlation of a few to

several decimal points. As anticipated, the forecast lead-time
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impact appears largest during extreme conditions, and therefore

the following results focus on the impacts during the

detected EEs.

Figures 9, 10 show the evolution of the forecast lead-time

impact on performance metrics for the peak water-levels and

surge levels during the detected EEs, respectively, for increasing

lead times from 1 to 5 days. To convey a sense of relative

importance of the impact, the metric is normalized by the

observed peak value. For the water-level peak (Figure 9), no

significant impact of the forecast lead time is seen for IBI while a

steadily increasing impact is seen for both NWS and MED, both

decaying down to an average change in the metric of

around -4.5% (-1.7 cm and -10 cm). Since the baseline metric

value was an underprediction, this decay indicates a further

underprediction of peak water-levels with increasing forecast

lead time. Box plots also get larger with increasing lead time,

indicating the impact becomes larger and more widespread. At a

lead time of 5 days (FC05), the strongest impacts (5th percentile)

are in the order of -3%, -9.8% and -14.8% for IBI, NWS and

MED respectively (-6.8 cm, -4.5 cm and -25 cm). For surge peaks

(Figure 10), the impact of forecasting lead time is more

pronounced for IBI and NWS regions and remains similar to

those for WL for MED, as can be expected due to its microtidal

nature. At a lead time of 5 days, the average decay nears -5%

(-1.6 cm) for IBI and reaches -11% (-10.6 cm) for NWS, the

region that shows strongest sensitivity to the forecasting lead

time. For this region, at a few coastal tide-gauges, decays in the

order of -50% are seen. For the most extreme negative impacts

(5th percentile), values of -16.6%, -30.8%- and -15.1%

(-5.3 cm, -33 cm and -3.7 cm) are seen for IBI, NWS and

MED respectively.

For both water-level and surge peaks during EEs, forecasting

lead time impact leads to substantially degraded performance for

lead times of 4 days and higher, and is most pronounced for the

NWS region. The increased sensitivity of the surge extremes
A B C

FIGURE 9

Evolution of the water-level peak magnitude error with the increasing forecasting lead time (1 day -FC01, 2-day -FC02,…etc), averaged over the
detected EEs from observations and per region. (A)-IBI region;(B) -NWS region;(C)-MED region. Each box extends from the first (Q1) to the third
(Q3) quartiles of the data, the orange line shows the median and the red diamond shows the mean value. Whiskers extend from the 5 to the 95
percentiles, and dots are outliers beyond this range.
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compared to the water-level extremes to forecast lead time is

associated to the fact the tidal component of the water-level

tends to remain relatively stable across forecasting lead times due

to its gravitational (deterministic) nature.

Additionally, the evolution of the models’ skill to

independently flag EEs with increasing forecast lead times is

assessed. For the period covered by the forecasts, the baseline

skill for flagging observed EEs for IBI, NWS and MED is of 63%,

72% and 72% respectively, and the percentage of false EEs is

14.7%, 30% and 31%. For IBI and NWS, the negative impact of

the forecast lead time only becomes evident at lead times of 3

days and higher, with average detectability of EEs decaying by

-17.7% for IBI and -15% for NWS for a 5-day lead time. For

MED, the average values remain rather stable throughout the

lead times and even show a slight improvement at forecast lead

times of 2 and 4 days. The percentage of false EEs flagged by the

models follows a similar but opposing trend and magnitudes,

growing for increasing lead times.

While on average, the impact of the forecasting lead time on

the detected extreme events remains limited (-5% and -10% for

water-level and surge peaks, respectively), the range of the

impacts clearly shows locations that are severely impacted,

especially from lead day 4 onwards. A spatial analysis is

therefore provided, with a focus on NWS as the region

showing substantial and largest impacts both in absolute

(>10cm) and normalized terms (>5%).

Figure 11 shows the spatial distribution of the impacts in

peak water-levels in the NWS. This spatial analysis confirms that

negative impacts at the highest forecasting lead times (4 and 5

days, purple and pink colours in Figure 11) dominate the

picture, except for a handful of stations around the German

Bight/Halligen regions and the Irish Sea which show a moderate

impact early on at 2- and 3-day lead times (blue). Opposing

(positive) trends are visible for a few stations around the Dutch

Wadden Sea (e.g., Den Helder tide-gauge). A closer look at the

data for the detected EEs in these regions reveals that some of the

peaks are overpredicted at a lead time of 4 days; additionally, it is
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found that a few days of model forecast data are missing around

the largest EE of the period for this area (early January 2019,

storm Alfrida), which means that for lead times of 3 and 4 days

the real peak for this storm is lost and a different peak during the

storm is selected. The combination of these two effects lead to

these anomalous positive trends for these stations.

Focusing on the impact on peak surges during the detected

EEs (Figure 12), the impact of increased forecast lead time is

more widespread both in magnitude and across forecasting lead

times than for water-levels. In this occasion, the impact of the 4-

day forecasting lead time dominates the picture in the North Sea

and southern coasts of the English Channel. In the Irish Sea and

Irish Atlantic coast, both lead times (4 and 5 days) show a

substantial impact, and mild impacts at lead times as short as 2

days emerge at a handful of tide gauges.
4 Discussion

4.1 Limitations of the methodology

The validation results for the performance during extreme

events depend on the choices made in the methodology to detect

EEs, and therefore it is clearly stated that all quantitative results

presented should be understood as method and period specific

(2018-2020). The following choices influence the resulting list of

events per TG location, and hence the resulting performance

metrics. An argumentation is given for each of the choices and

associated limitations, when possible:
1. The use of a simultaneous threshold for water-levels and

surges: This choice is made to target extreme water-level

events that were induced by extreme surge-events, and

that by proxy are assumed to be induced by a passing

storm. While resolved by the models, other potential

triggers of extreme WLs (extreme tidal ranges (Haigh

et al., 2011), interannual and inter-decadal variability of
A B C

FIGURE 10

Evolution of the surge peak error with the increasing forecasting lead time, averaged over the detected storms from observations and per
region. (A)-IBI region;(B) -NWS region;(C)-MED region. See Figure 9 for the interpretation of the whisker plot.
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Fron
mean sea levels (Lowe et al., 2021), sea-level rise, etc) are

considered out of scope.

2. Period used to define the thresholds and detect the EE: In

the applied methodology, the EE detection is done on a

yearly basis due to temporal coverage limitations in the

tide-gauge network. This has evident shortcomings.

First, it forces the algorithm to find extreme water-

level and surge conditions (while not simultaneously)

every year and at all locations. While this is not

unrealistic for most regions (and widely accepted by

the research community in the field when using, for

example, the annual maxima method for extreme WL

value distributions, where a maximum is selected every

year (Muis et al., 2016)), such approach somewhat

neglects the potential for strong interannual variability

in the frequency and intensity of storms at each location.

Second, the period at hand (3 years) might contain a

handful of extreme events but it is considered short for a

robust extreme value analysis, which generally relies on

multidecadal records. Therefore, even if the right EEs

were detected with the algorithm, the list of EEs within

2018-2020 might not be representative of the local

historical extreme conditions.

3. Selection of thresholds to define an extreme event: The

use of a peak-over-threshold methodology (PoT) to

isolate extreme events is common practice in coastal

flood risk assessments. The percentile used as threshold

varies between studies (e.g., 98th or 99th percentile, see
tiers in Marine Science 13
Kirezci et al., 2020 and Oppenheimer et al., 2019

respectively), to which results are inevitably sensitive.
Regarding the limitation number 3, Supplementary Figure 2

of Supplementary Materials shows the sensitivity of the average

WL and surge peak errors to the threshold selection for several

combinations of water level and surge thresholds. For water level

peak errors, the results for the different threshold options

generally fall within the range of errors provided in this

analysis both in absolute and normalized scaling terms. For

surges, results show a larger sensitivity. As expected, out-of-

range errors are found for those options with higher surge

thresholds, which target fewer and more extreme surge events.

For events determined purely by surge extremes (option 4 in

Supplementary Figure 2 of Supplementary Materials), the surge

peak appears to be larger than in those events determined by

both water-level and surge, and therefore lead to larger

underpredictions. Indeed, some of the largest surge peaks took

place during lower tidal levels and therefore didn’t trigger an

extreme water level. The implications of this larger surge error

under realistic, high tide conditions cannot be assessed given the

short record length at hand. In general, the range of errors for

the different options are well within the error range shown for

the largest events (R1 in Supplementary Table 3 of

Supplementary Materials) for the chosen set of thresholds.

Using only water level thresholds (options 1 and 3

Supplementary Figure 2 of Supplementary Materials) leads to

an increased number of events per year (from 2-4 to 7-10 for
A B

FIGURE 11

Relative impact of forecasting lead time from 1 to 5 days (FC01 to FC05) on the peak water-level magnitude for the detected EEs from
observations. (A) –absolute scaling[cm], (B) -normalized scaling [% of observed peak magnitude]. Warm colours denote and increase of the
performance metric value, cold colours denote a decrease. The forecasting lead time impact -change of the metrics relative to the baseline - is
shown in the plots as concentric circles with a radius determined by the magnitude of the changes, and a colour determined by the forecasting
lead time and sign of the impact (positive/negative). The lowest forecasting lead time is always plotted on top, such that one always visualizes
the lowest forecasting lead time at which a substantial impact is observed.
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tidally dominated regions), many of which are characterized by

high tides and small surges, leading to comparatively smaller

errors and therefore biasing the assessment towards more

optimistic results. These results showcase the usefulness of the

simultaneous threshold method on water level and surge

components when targeting performance under stormy

conditions. Indeed, the error metrics derived for known, hand-

picked past extreme events (Table 2) are within the error ranges

derived from the extreme event methodology. While informative

for the given period and tide-gauge locations, the current results

cannot be strictly extrapolated in time and space. In terms of

spatial coverage, important gaps exist for the Eastern

Mediterranean, Black Sea and Iceland (Arctic) regions given

the lack of high-quality tide-gauge records in the Copernicus

Marine Service. In terms of temporal coverage, the limitations

are mostly associated to the model data coverage. All in all, the

order of magnitude and spatial distribution of the errors given in

this analysis provide a useful overview of the expected

performance for Copernicus Marine Service models for

extreme coastal water levels during storms.
4.2 Benchmarking and model
configuration impacts

Overall, best analyses of WL produced by the Copernicus

Marine Service regional monitoring and forecasting systems

show satisfactory comparisons to TG data. However, peak

water levels tend to be underestimated. In general, the model

performance during average conditions is comparable to other
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state-of-the-art models with similar spatial resolutions and

dedicatedly designed for coastal flood hazard applications at

regional scales. In comparison to the European scale 2D model

for storm surges by Fernández-Montblanc et al., 2020b, the

models show overall comparable skill while substantially better

metrics (RMSE, correlation) for Copernicus Marine Service

models in the Mediterranean and Baltic Sea. This can be

explained by the fact that baroclinic (3D) motions not present

in 2D barotropic models contribute greatly in these micro-tidal

regions to the water level variability and its extremes

(Fernández-Montblanc et al., 2020a; Woodworth et al., 2021).

Fernández-Montblanc et al., 2020b also report generally

underpredicted extreme surges throughout European

coastlines, with maximum errors comparable to the ones

presented in this validation (several decimeters). At a regional

scale, a handful of models are found in literature that outperform

the Copernicus Marine Service operational models for water

levels at the coast. This is especially the case for northern Europe,

where a vast expertise and long history in numerical modelling

for coastal safety purposes exists (De Goede, 2020). In a

qualitative level, the better skills for WLs found in northern

European systems can generally be explained by a higher

resolution of the hydrodynamic models (Andrée et al., 2021),

higher resolution of the atmospheric forcing (Brüning et al.,

2014), and/or a dedicated calibration targeting coastal water

level representation (Zijl et al., 2013). The latter demonstrates

not only the benefits of increased model resolution but also the

high sensitivity of a 2D barotropic model to bathymetry and

bottom friction. Such sensitivity simultaneously poses a great

improvement potential through calibration and the potentially
A B

FIGURE 12

Relative impact of forecasting lead time from 1 to 5 days (FC01 to FC05) on the peak surge magnitude for the detected EEs from observations.
(A) –absolute scaling[cm], (B) -normalized scaling [% of observed peak magnitude]. Warm colours denote an increase of the performance
metric value, cold colours denote a decrease. See Figure 11 for more explanation on the plotting procedure.
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great impact that uncertainties in these terms can have in

modelled water levels in shelf regions. In Copernicus Marine

Service models, no dedicated spatial calibration is performed for

these terms, because the models do not specifically target coastal

water levels but rather aim to represent the full, 3-dimensional

ocean physical field (temperature, salinity, currents…) across all

relevant temporal and spatial scales. For other regions of Europe

such as the Mediterranean (MED) and the Iberian Biscay (IBI),

the performance of the models found in literature is more

comparable to the skills reported for the Copernicus Marine

Service models. In comparison to the IBI model, errors reported

in literature are in the order of several decimeters for individual

storms and are mostly attributed to an underprediction of the

wind-setup component of the surge (Pasquet et al., 2014;

Fortunato et al., 2016; De Alfonso et al., 2020). Interestingly,

some of these studies shows that the level of underprediction can

vary significantly for different settings of the wind drag

coefficient. Indeed, the drag coefficient has been demonstrated

to be sea-state dependent in numerous studies and as such it

forms part of the components that are usually exchanged in

ocean-wave coupled models (e.g., Chune and Aouf, 2018). This

topic deserves a dedicated discussion and is addressed further on

in this section. For the Mediterranean region, several semi-

regional to local forecasting models exists, especially so for the

Adriatic Sea region. The range of peak error values shown in this

study is representative of that found in multi-resolution, multi-

model approaches in the region (Ferrarin et al., 2020). Notably,

systems that target much higher spatial resolutions (decametric

coastal resolution, kilometric atmospheric resolution)

demonstrate the resulting improved extreme water-level skills

(Ferrarin et al., 2019).

Despite the coarser coastal resolution of the Copernicus

Marine Service models compared to the benchmarking studies

presented, it is noteworthy that most studies report some level of

underprediction, which points to a common limitation for all

models. This is likely related to inaccuracies in the atmospheric

forcing, which strongly determine the extreme water level

performance. Indeed, at regional scales, atmospheric forcing

models operated at the resolution of ~10km (e.g., the

European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts

Integrated Forecast System -ECMWF IFS- product used by

most Copernicus Marine Service models) often lack the spatial

resolution needed to resolve local wind regimes and may

therefore underestimate extreme winds at the coast. This was

the case for storm Detlef in Venice in November 2019 (see

Table 2), where the MED atmospheric model forcing

underestimated peak winds by up to 20 m/s, as shown by

Giesen et al., 2021. They report that local small-scaled

interactions such as orographic steering often play a role in

the development of such Mediterranean marine storms, which

would require higher resolution atmospheric models. Such small

scales also characterize the development and maintenance of

Mediterranean hurricanes - Medicanes (Flaounas et al., 2022),
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which can trigger severe coastal flooding (Androulidakis et al.,

2022). In a different environment such as the Irish Sea, Bricheno

et al. (2013) demonstrate the substantial sensitivity of wave and

storm surge heights during stormy conditions when increasing

the atmospheric forcing resolution from 12 km to 4 km. Besides

the benefit of added atmospheric resolution, another conclusion

stemming from this benchmarking exercise is that local, coastal

refinement of ocean models can also greatly enhance their

coastal WL performance, especially around shallow coastal

regions characterized by fine scale geometry (e.g., islands,

coastal lagoon and bay areas, large shallow estuaries and fjord

areas). Indeed, WLs can experience very local effects in these

environments (Wang et al., 2012; Jacob and Stanev, 2021). The

effects are generally related to local tidal distortions (evident

under average meteorological conditions) or local enhancement

of the storm-surges (evident under extreme meteorological

conditions, Bloemendaal et al., 2019). The higher coastal

resolutions found in existing operational systems is often

achieved by either a computationally lighter, purely barotropic

setup (2D) or by the inclusion of nested coastal models or local

zooms (Declerck et al., 2016) in regional models, which allow for

feasible computational times in operational forecasting.

Nevertheless, local effects aside, current kilometric model

resolutions seem to suffice to satisfactorily capture WLs across

most European coasts, as highlighted by the good model WL

skill seen under average to severe conditions. In the vast majority

of the coastal stretches, the largest part of the WL error during

extreme conditions is still expected to be attributed to the error

in atmospheric forcing or specific model settings affecting the

surge generation, not resolution. It is highlighted that wave

contributions to the coastal total water level (wave setup, wave

runup), not considered in our assessment, would undoubtedly

greatly benefit from higher local resolutions, given the smaller

spatial scales of the wave processes compared to tides, surges and

sterodynamic sea-levels.

Beyond the effects of the atmospheric forcing and model

resolution, other modelling components and features might be

impacting the performance during storms. Notably, the

implementation of wetting and drying could strongly influence

the performance of the models in shallow water regions such as

the Wadden Sea and German Bight (southern North Sea, NWS),

as demonstrated by O’Dea et al. (2020). These are the regions

where the models currently perform worst. For estuarine areas

where local hydrodynamics are the result of interacting ocean

and riverine forcing (Spicer et al., 2019), performance will

remain a challenge in such large-scale models that mostly rely

on climatology (Durand et al., 2019). Furthermore, the

bathymetry employed by the Copernicus Marine Service

models (see Supplementary Table 1 of Supplementary

Materials) is generally outdated (before 2016). Updated

datasets of the EMODnet bathymetry offer higher resolution

and accuracy, as well as a better representation of intertidal

bathymetry which may greatly improve the modelling
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capabilities at the coast. More accurate bathymetry could

substantially improve tidal performance (Wang et al., 2021;

Blakely et al., 2022) in the IBI and the NWS models, where

tides induce an important part of the errors seen for both

average and extreme WL conditions.

Some physical processes and parameterizations potentially

impacting water-levels are also identified. In the current

operational Copernicus Marine Service models, the models

account for the wave coupling effects at different levels

(Supplementary Table 1 of Supplementary Materials). The IBI

and NWS models offer the most complete coupling, while BAL

and MED models only account for the Stokes Drift and the wave

drag effects respectively and could therefore be limiting the

water-level representation capabilities of these models. Several

recent studies have reported on the significant impact of the

wave coupling on water-levels around the European Northwest

Shelf and Baltic regions, in particular during extreme events,

which may increase coastal extreme sea-levels by several

decimeters (Staneva et al., 2016; Staneva et al., 2017; Lewis

et al., 2019; Bonaduce et al., 2020; Staneva et al., 2021).These

studies argue that, on the shelf, the strongest impact is induced

by the sea-state dependent sea-surface roughness, which can be

importantly enhanced during growing, young sea states (Bertin

et al., 2015, Pineau-Guillou et al., 2020). This process is currently

lacking in the BAL model. Other coupling components (stokes-

drift and mixing related), while less dominant, may enhance

peak water-levels locally by 10-20% (Staneva et al., 2016). Given

the reported strong impact of wave to ocean coupling, the

extreme sea-level skill of the ocean models at hand may rely

not only on the level of ocean-wave coupling, but notably on the

accuracy of their wave-model counterparts through wave-surge

interactions. Furthermore, the choice of wind stress

parameterization often differs between the wave and ocean

models, with wave models assuming neutral wind conditions

whilst ocean models accounting for the stability of the

atmospheric boundary layer. Clementi et al. (2017) reported

substantially increased extreme wave heights when coupling

ocean and wave models for this process. These enhanced wave

extremes could feedback on the water-levels through the

aforementioned interaction processes. Moreover, the

atmospheric model used to force the ocean and wave models –

ECMWF IFS for most models - also adopts its own

parameterization for the wind stress, in this case determined

by the sea-state of the wave model to which it is coupled,

influencing the resulting surface winds and stress. As shown

by Pineau-Guillou et al. (2018), wave-dependent surface drag

values for the ECMWF operational model may be over-

estimated for high winds, leading to underestimated 10-meter

winds compared to in-situ observations. Importantly, the 10-

meter wind needs translating to wind stress before used to force

the ocean and wave models. Isolating the (underestimated) 10-

meter winds from the associated (overestimated) drag would in

principle result in biased (underpredicted) wind stresses that
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force the ocean and wave models. In summary, inconsistencies

on the wind stress formulation between ocean and wave models,

but also with the atmospheric model forcing them, may partly

explain the systematic underprediction of extreme sea-levels in

the models. Additionally lacking complex feedback processes

within the marine atmospheric boundary layer (Lemarié et al.,

2021) could be further affecting the representation of water-

levels. So far, impacts have been studied in the context of ocean

mesoscale representation and are still to be explored for coastal

locations and under energetic conditions during storms.

For the MED system, it is noteworthy that the model results

used in this validation do not include the dynamic

representation of tides, and therefore miss non-linear effects

between tides and other components. These have been reported

to be small in the Mediterranean in some studies (Marcos et al.,

2009) and non-negligible in others (Ferrarin et al., 2013). All in

all, tides are explicitly represented in the MED operational

system since May 2021 and these non-linear effects are

therefore currently captured. Another component potentially

influencing the water level performance at the coast is the

assimilation of altimetric sea levels. The assimilation of this

information varies across regions. For MED and NWS, sea level

anomaly (SLA) is assimilated in deep waters only, owing to the

increasing inaccuracy of altimetry towards the coast (e.g., land

contamination) but also of the geophysical correction terms used

to filter the signal. For IBI, SLA is assimilated at all depths and

could therefore be experimenting induced detriments close to

the coast. While the benefits of altimetry assimilation are

undeniable in deep waters, the suitability of the employed

datasets and configurations for the representation of coastal

water levels is still to be explored. Furthermore, temporal

smoothing effects might be playing a role in the performance

of the water levels in the Copernicus Marine Service models. The

ocean models provide outputs that vary between hourly-mean

(IBI, MED) and hourly-instantaneous (NWS, BAL). Most

models (IBI, NWS, MED) have recently included in their

catalogue 15-minute instantaneous surface fields, including

sea-levels, but of too short temporal coverage (2021 onwards)

to be used in this analysis. A preliminary analysis of the

15-minute series for a short one-month period shows

increased high percentiles for IBI, presumably due to a better

representation of the tidal high waters. For the MED, while

hourly-mean outputs are provided, negligible impacts on the

tidal representation are expected due to its micro-tidal regime.

Instead, it is found that the hourly-filtering used on the high-

frequency Mediterranean TG data (see Figure 2A) leads to the

filtering of high-frequency sea-level oscillations (HFSLO, e.g.,

seiches, meteo-tsunamis) and thus leads to the attenuation of the

observed water-level variability. These HFSLO have been

identified in several tide-gauges and, despite representing

processes that are out of the current scope of the regional

ocean models at hand, their potential impact on extremes and

thus coastal flood risk is undeniable (Šepić et al., 2015, Pérez-
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Gómez et al., 2021). Meteo-tsunamis can notably constitute a

strong coastal hazard in micro-tidal areas such as the

Mediterranean and Black Sea (Vilibić et al., 2021). An

overview of the impact of the hourly filtering in the

performance statistics during extremes is provided in

Supplementary Figure 3 of Supplementary Materials, showing

that hourly-filtering leads to reduced peak magnitude errors due

to attenuated observed peak water-levels in the Mediterranean.

The potential to include these high-frequency motions in the

Copernicus Marine Service models needs further research and

development. In this context, the residual presence of HFSLO

processes and others like wave-setup in the hourly-filtered sea-

level observations from tide-gauges cannot be discarded

(Woodworth et al., 2019), which would penalize the model

performance as these processes are currently not resolved in

the models.

Regarding the capability of the Copernicus Marine Service

models to independently flag extreme events, a satisfactory score

is achieved for all regions, with a hit rate of >70% for all but for

the MED region (64%). Besides, an above-average rate of false

EEs is seen for the NWS and MED regions. For the MED, the

results for both captured and false rates could be attributed to a

combination of the relatively low extreme threshold magnitude

compared to the standard variability range (the difference in

magnitude between extremes and normal amplitudes being

smaller than for other regions), and the underpredicted

extremes in the model which make this difference even smaller.
7 https://emodnet.ec.europa.eu/en/bathymetry.

8 https://www.gebco.net/.

9 https://seabed2030.org/.
4.3 Forecast skill impact

The assessment of the forecast lead time impact on the

coastal water level skill shows limited impact under average

conditions. Surges show a stronger skill decay than water levels,

and most evident at a lead time of four days and longer. The

sensitivity to the forecasting lead time is also most evident

during the detected extreme events, due to the increased

contribution of the storm surge component, and for the NWS

region where storm surges are largest. This is expected as a result

of the forecast skills and uncertainties inherited from the driving

meteorological forcing. In the Copernicus Marine Service

systems, the meteorological forcing is an external boundary

condition and therefore has a pre-determined accuracy. While

the results show limited impact in average up to 4 days of

forecasting lead time, which is considered suitable for coastal

flood risk warning systems, some locations are identified where

impacts emerge at lower lead times. Notably, the available period

for the evaluation of the forecasting lead time impact is short,

given the scarcity of past forecast data available, which limits the

conclusions derived. This is particularly true for the

Mediterranean model, for which only 10 months of forecast

water level data is available, and the Baltic model for which

forecast archives simply don’t exist. In this region though,
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important impacts could be expected given the large

contribution of the surge to the water level variability and the

high level of storminess of the region.
4.4 Recommendations and future
perspectives

The performance metrics during storm-induced extreme

events and the stability of the performance up to a lead time

of 4 days demonstrate the suitability of the Copernicus Marine

Service systems for pan-European coastal flood early awareness

applications such as ECFAS. While the results presented provide

a valuable overview of the expected performance of the

Copernicus Marine operational models for coastal extreme

water-level representation, the short temporal availability of

model data and the use of a non-homogeneous model dataset,

spanning multiple release versions of the systems, limited the

characterisation of the extreme coastal WL skill. In the future,

upon availability of homogeneous multi-decadal modelled

records, robust extreme value analyses could be performed,

and a better characterization of the forecast lead time impact

could be achieved if past forecasts were routinely stored.

The systematic underprediction of extreme water levels is

potentially attributed to inaccurate atmospheric forcing forecasts

by comparison to other studies using higher atmospheric

resolution and/or local atmospheric products. While the

accuracy of the atmospheric forecast products used to force

the Copernicus Marine Service models is pre-determined (while

under continuous development by the responsible agencies),

ensemble forecasts could greatly reduce the associated

uncertainty on the coastal water level forecasts and contribute

to their probabilistic forecasting. The level to which the errors in

meteorological forcing are responsible for the errors on the

modelled surges still needs to be thoroughly evaluated, in

order to discern externally introduced errors from possible

model-inherent sources for the misrepresentation and be able

to direct model development efforts accordingly. In this study, a

list of model developments is identified for the potential

improvement of the coastal water levels. Updated background

bathymetric datasets are recommended across regional models

based on ongoing initiatives that aim for increased accuracy,

resolution, and coastal coverage bathymetric datasets (e.g.,

EMODnet bathymetry7, GEBCO8, Seabed 20309), which could

notably improve tidal propagation and the generation of surge

during stormy conditions. In terms of tidal representation,

efforts should be directed to the improvement of this
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deterministic component notably in the IBI and NWS systems,

where a large part of the error is attributed to the tide. Higher

spatial resolution together with a wetting and drying scheme

would greatly improve the capabilities of the ocean models

around complex shallow coastal areas and estuarine/intertidal

areas such as the Wadden Sea or German Bight, where the

highest performance errors are currently found. Small scaled,

local non-linear effects on WLs around geometrically complex

coastlines remain a challenge for these regional models, posing

the need for locally nested high resolution coastal models to

resolve them. In that respect, the Copernicus Marine Service

operational models provide an ideal baseline on which to nest

local models, given the kilometric scale, high quality, and data-

assimilation supported information of the 3D ocean field they

provide across European seas. In this regard, emerging dedicated

coastal altimetry datasets (Benveniste et al. 2020) pose the

potential to improve model skill at the coast through

assimilation, and to improve validation at ungauged coastal

locations. Further wave-coupling could help improve the surge

performance during storms and would increase the

harmonisation between the regional products and thus of

the pan-European forecasts. Besides, a consistency evaluation

of the wind stress as computed by the atmospheric, wave and

ocean models involved in the water-level forecasts is

recommended, given its dominant role on the generation of

surge. More broadly, missing ocean-atmospheric coupling

effects on the coastal water level performance remain to be

thoroughly assessed. For the Mediterranean region, the presence

of observed high frequency sea-level oscillations (e.g. meteo-

tsunamis) and the implications for coastal extremes are

highlighted, and the level to which the regional-scale model

can capture these processes needs further investigation. Recently

emerging, quality-controlled minute-resolution tide-gauge

record databases pose the opportunity to further explore these

aspects (Zemunik et al., 2022). Besides the physics needed to

capture such events, the production of minute-resolution

forecasts would certainly pose a challenge in terms of

operability of the forecasts.

In relation to these recommended evolution activities, it

should be kept in mind that to remain state-of-the-art,

Copernicus Marine forecasting systems are continuously

evolving and will continue to do so during Copernicus 2

(2021-2027), with several of the evolution activities

recommended here already planned (e.g., Melet et al., 2021).

The physical content of the numerical models underpinning the

forecasts of water level will evolve with more processes being

included, the systems will be further coupled (ocean-wave

systems), more observations will be assimilated to better

constrain the systems including in coastal zones, the spatial

resolution will be increased, wetting and drying will be

implemented in different regions, outputs will be provided at

higher frequencies, etc. The publication of past forecasts and the

potential for ensemble-based probabilistic forecasting is also
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envisioned. Therefore, the skills of the forecasting systems will

evolve with future new releases of the Copernicus Marine Service

portfolios, and so will the capability of the systems to support

coastal flood awareness and warning systems.

In conclusion, the Copernicus Marine Service models

provide valuable marine hazard information for broad-scale

coastal flood awareness applications such as ECFAS, where the

objective is to provide currently lacking pan- European

information on coastal flood warnings with sufficient local

relevance. In order to target coastal areas characterized by fine

scale water level and wave dynamics, higher resolution local

systems could be nested as downstream components of the

parent pan-European system, which could rely on the

warnings raised by the parent model for activation. Nested

configurations could refine marine hazard and hence flood

forecasts locally where needed, while benefiting from the

ECFAS coverage and functionalities. The ECFAS system,

supported by the Copernicus Marine Service models for

operational marine forcing, poses an excellent opportunity for

such downstream applications.
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